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Data sheet on service centre logistics at Leinfelden-Echterdingen 
 
Year that Roto Frank AG was 
founded: 
Total operating area at L-E: 
Total number of employees at L-E: 
 
Commissioning of logistics at L-E: 

 

1935 

98,930 m2 

Around 700 

 

1995  

Logistics area at L-E: 25,000 m² 

Employees: 70 members of staff 

 
Key modernisation and expansion 
steps at the service centre: 
 

 

 

- 2000 Construction of storage for long goods 

and buffer storage  

- 2017 Installation of the automatic small 

components storage, use of the driverless 

transport system, introduction of the SAP 

“Extended Warehouse Management” (EWM) 

stock management system 

  

Tasks: - Production buffer storage for the Leinfelden-

Echterdingen production plant 

- Distribution centre for the markets in Germany, 

France, to some extent Russia, Scandinavia 

and other export countries 

- Components service storage 

 
Stock range: 

 

More than 16,000 items  

- Finished goods for the Tilt&Turn, Sliding, 

Outward Opening, Door and Aluvision product 

groups, as well as accessories 

- Spare parts items 
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Logistics areas: Incoming goods / quality testing 
- Processing, checking and recording deliveries 

of incoming goods 

- Automatic container conveyor technology with 

connection to the driverless transport system  

- Several incoming goods ramps 

 

Driverless transport system 
- Transport of fully picked containers and pallets 

 

Automatic small components storage 
Storage and picking of items up to < 60 cm in 

length, equipment: 

- Multi-aisle container shelving system with tens 

of thousands of storage places 

- Several automatic storage and retrieval 

machines 

- Several order picking stations 

- Automatic container conveyor technology with 

connection to the driverless transport system 

 

Automatic pallet long goods storage  
Storage and picking of items up to 260 cm in 

length, equipment: 

- Multi-aisle pallet storage with several thousand 

storage places 

- Several automatic storage and retrieval 

machines 

- Automatic pallet conveyor technology with 

distribution trolley  
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Manual Euro pallet buffer storage 
Storage and picking replenishment of items up to 

120 cm in length, equipment: 

- Multi-aisle pallet storage with several thousand 

storage places  

- Several manual high-rack forklifts 

- Automatic pallet conveyor technology 

 

Automatic Euro pallet storage 
Storage and picking of items up to 120 cm in 

length, equipment: 

- Multi-aisle pallet storage with several thousand 

storage places 

- Several automatic storage and retrieval 

machines 

- Several order picking stations 

- Several identification stations with outline and 

weight checks 

- Automatic pallet conveyor technology with 

connection to the driverless transport system 

 

Manual cantilever storage 
Storage and picking of items up to 700 cm in 

length, equipment: 

- Several dozen cantilever shelves with several 

hundred storage places 

- Electric industrial trucks for long goods 

- Mobile data terminals 

 

Manual block storage 
Storage and commissioning of fast-moving items in 

whole pallets, equipment: 

- Several thousand storage places 

- Electric forklifts 

- Mobile data terminals 
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Manual spare parts storage 
Storage and picking of spare parts (focus item: old 

systems), equipment: 

- Several thousand pallet places 

- Several thousand shelf places 

- Manual high-rack forklifts 

- Electric industrial trucks 

 

Central packing area and dispatch preparation 
- Combining and packing the ordered items 

- Dispatch preparation and loading the complete 

shipments 

Equipment: 

- Several packing and repacking stations 

- Automatic container conveyor technology with 

connection to the driverless transport system 

- Several pallet heavy-duty roller conveyors 

- Several dispatch tracks 

- Electric industrial trucks 

- Dispatch ramps  

 
All information dated 11/2017 


